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Abstract: It’s not enough to identify an unmet need in the operating/procedure room that a surgical
robot could satisfy. Do you know the decision process of adopting your robot into the institution’s
workflow? Do you know for certain how you will make money in the regulated world of
surgical/procedural medicine? Do you have a defensible patent position with a long-term strategy to
strengthen it? Can you stand out if you have chosen to develop for one of the overpopulated surgical
robotics subspecialties? Are you creating a company that can grow on its own and just as well be
acquired and tucked into an existing medical device company looking to expand its revenue and future
directions? Can you sort out how to finance what you think you need to do in a way that you do not
endanger your future financial success? So many questions and so many more not
spoken/known/considered.
There are all the things taught in business school and the defined pathways to starting up through
incubators and hard learned proscriptions coming from entrepreneurs and academia. But in surgical
robotics, with its very specific focuses for product and its particular place in the medical, regulatory and
financial system that surrounds it, it often feels like there is not much prior experience to rely upon.
There have only been a handful of market and financial successes to date in surgical robotics even though
there have been almost 300 commercial efforts spanning nearly all aspects of surgery and procedural
medicine.
Based on my having been part of 8 commercial surgical robotics startups, my hobby of following as wide
a swath of surgical robotics developments as I can find since I worked on the first NOTES robot in 2000,
and my being in the midst of my own startup in surgical robotics with HeartLander Surgical, I will talk
about factors to consider and possible strategies to follow to improve your chances of success.
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